STMER ON-AIR 20/OO
Announced at the

recent Copenhogen
AE$ the On-Air
2000 digital radio
broodcost console

from Studer
features custornmode DSP chips and
shaft, encoders

tuder recently showed the pre-production prototype
of their new digital On-Air 2000 self-op radio console
at the Copenhaqen AES this year (available early

1.5cm square zones for easier, less restrictive
operational use.

Control Surfoce

next year). This is an extremely innovative product and rather

than borrow technology from their existing range of large
digital consoles (which would become disproportionately
expensive in a small stand-alone self-op desk), Studer have
designed the On-Air 2000 from scratch, with custom-made
DSP chips and a number of unique operational features.

H

ordwore

The desk is a modular design, comprising a central control
panel with up to four channel units. Each of these has six
input modules, so the smallest desk has just six input
channels, while the largest may have 24. lnputs cards are
available to accommodate stereo analogue line sources,

with brakes!

mono microphones (both with A/B changeover facility),
stereo digital inputs (with sample rate converter as

HUGH ROB/OHNS
tokes it for o
test drive.

standard), or a six-way analogue line selector matrix.
Mechanically, the desk has a very low profile, occupying
a remarkably small amount of space. The top surface has
been designed to accept PC monitors for radio automation

systems and the like, and all the audio and control
electronics are contained within the console itself. The desk
upstand provides space for three standard DlN-sized meter
modules, normally allocated for lVix Buss A (on-air), Buss B
(record output), and a phase display.
Apart from the pluggable input modules, the entire
digital audio and control circuitry is mounted on a single

circuit board, which runs under the full width of the
console. Digital signal processing is provided by up to four
PUMA (Parallel Universa{ Music Architecture) chips, which
are Studer's own design of optimized DSPs. Each PUMA
chip can accommodate six input channels, and the last
one in the chain can be optionally equipped with additional
memory to provide a built-in profanity delay system. The
desk is controlled by a Motorola 68360 CPU and a PCMCIA
slot provides storage and retrieval of user configurations and

software upgrades.
The monochrome LCD display screens use pressure-

sensitive panels (resistive technology rather than
capacitive), which are sub-divided into relatively large
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The six-input channel units are equipped with only the
essential knobs and buttons, such as ON, OFF, and PFL
buttons, as well as the faders of course. There is no master

output fader or sub-groups as these are generally
unnecessary in this kind of DJ-operated application, All
aspects of the desk configuration, and the more elaborate
control fünctionality for each channel, are made available
through patented'Touch'n'Action' LCD display panels

mounted behind each fader module, in the desk upstand.
These panels provide a continuous and comprehensive
display of each channel's settings, and provide instant
access to the central assignable control panel by simply
touching the appropriate part of the screen.

Touch'n'Action
The idea of the 'Touch'n'Action' panels is that the operator
does not have to fight the technology or remember complex

operating instructions

-

it is all very intuitive. The LCD

displays provide information about eight key elements of
each channel's signal path. Starting at the top, the A and
B input labels are shown (the active one being highlighted),
and immediately below this is an indication for the phase
(normal or invert) and mode for stereo inputs (LR/RURR/LL).

Next is the gain setting and then a symbolic
representation of the frequency response created by the

EQ

section. On the assignable control panel, the frequency
response is shown with greater accuracy, but the symbo ic
display actually tells you all you need to know for most
purposes.

The next section contains two 'virtual' auxiliary send
pots (with pre or post-fade indicators), and these are
followed by a balance or pan-pot and indicators for the two
output bus routings (on-air bus and recording bus). Finally,
at the bottom of the panel (directly in front of each fader)
is a large repeater of the input label, which is highlighted
when the fader is open.

To adjust a parameter for a particular channel, the
operator just has to touch the screen in the area of the
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To the right of the central LCD are the monitorlng
controls which provide access to the auxiliary outputs,

required channel's control. This recalls the relevant settings
to the central display screen where they are shown in
greater resolution and where four shaft encoders are

audition bus, the two main mix busses,

Shaft Encoders With Brakes
The problem with shaft encoders is that by their very
nature, you have to look at some form of display to see
what the setting is, since the knob has no end-stops to
provide physical feedback. Studer decided that this was
an important feature of conventional control knobs, and
set about designing their own shaft encoders - with
end-stops. The clever bit is that the end-stops are virtual
is to say the computer decides where they should
-be,that
rather than the physical construction. Basically, after
a certain degree of knob rotation (taking into account the
previously set position), a magnetic brake is activated to
and it is completely believable
simulate an end-stop

extend these signals of course).

Broodcasting Tools
The desk provides two clean-feed busses and an audition
bus. These can all be configured in the set-up menus to
determine which channels feed which busses, making the
system unusually flexible.
The remote controls for telephone hybrids allow all the

usual functions such as hold, on-air, drop, and talkback
facilities, and the profanity delay functions are controlled
from the same page (on the assumption that PF-delay will
be required with external phone-line contributions) The
profanity system is very good, with inaudible delay build-up
and delete functions, and a clear'CUT' button. There is also
a usef ul display of available delay time.
A separate timer (independent of the normal stopwatch
display) can be used to automatically track needle time
and the set-up menu selects which channels will be timed
while the fader is open (and/or the start button is actrve).
The desk has four insert points available, and these can
be positioned in any part of any signal path, with either
digital or analogue l/Os.
The desk also contains a timecode reader for external
synchronization and an RS-232 interface. All control logic

The strength of the magnetic brake can be set to
represent either a real end-stop or a detent so that it
can be used to simulate a centre-detent for things like the
EQ gain controls.

These magnetically braked shaft encoders have been
patented by Studer, and they are quite simply brilliantl
I hadn't realized just how important the bio-feedback of
a mechanical end-stop was to the way I operate rotary
controls, but these knobs are so much easter to operate
than ordinary shaft encoders, because you don't have
to look at what you are doing, yet you always know
where you are on the scale. This idea is so simple and
have
obvious, yet so clever
- every digital desk should
this sty e of shaft encoder! Definitely one up for Studer!

interfaces are either optical or open-collector for
compatibility with existing studio infrastructures, and the

Central LCD Ponel
When not being used to adiust some assignable parameter,
the central panel normally displays information like the time
(both analogue and d gital displays) and a stopwatch
function. In fact, all the LCD panel displays can be configured
to suit the users' requirements. A hierarchical system provides
for basic, normal, and super-users, where various displays
and functions are concealed to prevent inappropriate use
and a user loq-on system determines the appropriate mode.
At its simplest, the channel displays show little more than the
input labels and output busses for example.
The desk incorporates user preset memories, whlch
may be used to completely reconf igure the entire desk,
or just recall a suitable EQ setting for the DJ's mic

channel. Additional or'transportable' storage is via
PCMCIA cards.

to open

a menu page, the operator just has to poke at the
appropriate screen labei. In the channel page for example,
nominal 'evels and head"oom can be ad.usteo, ano things
like fader start, button start, and auto-start when the PFL
is active can all be customized. The desk even incorporates
an auto-locate system to re-cue the source after PFL'ing and
an automatic PFL cancel function when a channel becomes

monitoring outputs are all VCA driven, which again makes
for easy remote control. As you would expect, the essential
trivia of loudspeaker muting, microphone muting, and
other sundry broadcast features are all available and
properly integrated into the console.

Conclusion
the On-Air 2000 a lot. lt is extremely easy to use, yet
provides all the flexibility and versatility of a much more
complicated desk. lt will suit a wide range of customers
from the wealthy community stations to the independent
and public service broadcasters, and it will also accommodate
a wide range of programme styles. Simple Dl seltop music
shows or elaborate chat shows with studio guests, phoneins, competitions, and a variety of music sources can all be
handled with remarkabie ease and accurate control. Now if
we'd only had one of these in my days in student radio... tr
I liked
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live on-air.

The Output page allows the desk outputs to be

on-ai"
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output format, and which part of the signal path the

@

from. The EQ page provides a frequency
response plot and labels the shaft encoders to control HF,
LF (shelves), and a sweeping mid-range. Other pages
provide a detailed system diagnostics menu and a System
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Studer Pro Audio (UK), Unit 2, Borehamwood
lndustrial Park, Rowley Lane, Borehamwood'
Hertfordshire WD6 sPZ, UK.

configured for mono or stereo, various flavours of digital
metering

three external

are a further five unspecified external monitor ng buttons)
There is even a dedicated external PFL input for use with
radio automation systems. Separate level controls are
available for the headphones, loudspeakers, and
PFUtalkback signals, all of which may be remoted. Talking
of talkback, direct access is provided to the telephone
hybrid cue lines, the auxiliary outputs, and the studio.
At the top of this module, illuminated indicators show
when the studio is on-air, and when eitherthe studio or DJ
microphones are live (there is in-built control circuitry to

On-Air 2000!

There are eight configuration sub-menus, and

PFL,

sources, and a dedicated external off-air monitor feed (there

available for precise adjustment.
The system is brilliantly intuitive, and it works superbly
well. The only training anyone needs is to be told 'if you
want to adjust somethrng, poke at it, then tweak the
clearly labelled knobs in the centre panell' Clever though
it is, this'Touch'n'Action' idea rs not the best bit of the
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is derived

Dump function used to download global or specific
configuration data to a PCMCIA card mounted in a slot on
the right-hand side in the front of the desk.

Hugh Robjohns

is a

lecturer at the Centre for Broadcast

Skills Training at BBC Wood Norton. The views expressed

in this article are the author's and are not necessarily
those of his employer.
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DIGITAL CONSOLE
I f iLe me, vou have always associated Studer wth tape
f machines and CD players, then you will be as surprised
I u, was to discover that by far the biggest part of

Designed os o
general purpose,

digital broodcast
console, the D940 is
a stable ond mature
product with o
very creditable
performonce and

reliobility record.
HUGH ROB/OHNS
spreods the word,

Studer's business s actually in audio consoles. Of course, we
I know that analogue conso es are dead, and the real
| read it
future s n d gital consoles (it rnust be true
somewhere), and naturally Studer have been working on
diqital sound desks for some time.
So wou d you be surprised to know that their D940
genera purpose, fu ly d g tal broadcast console has been
ava lab e for over a year? Would you also be surprised to
find that there are over 20 D940s nstalled (main y in Europe
and the Far East), plus about e ght self-op radio versrons of
the desk too (the D941 variant)?
These may sound ike smal numbers, but they actua ly
represent quite a srgnif cant proport on of the total number
especially in
of d g tal consoles in use around the wor d
the broadcasting sector. Bear ng th s in mind, a sl ghtly
less surprising fact is that in terms of wor dwide digital
a

-

-

sound desk sa es, Studer are currently the third largest
manufacturerl lt is a source of complete amazement to
me that this side of Studer's business s virtua ly unknown
in the UK, but hopefully this is about to change.

Digitec

Accordrng to Studer, most operators are up and running
with as little as 'l 5 minutes of instruction, and I would have
to agree wth this view as lfound the desk very logrcal
and intuitrve to operate. ln fact, after only a shorl time, I felt
sufficient y confident of it that I would have been happy to
tackle a ive broadcast!
Of course, any digital desk brings with it an enorrnous
range of user-configurable features, and these inevitably
take some t me to learn and become completely famrliar
with. lt's a bit like using your favourite word processor
they can all do a hell of a lot, but most people only learn
how to drive the bits they actually need for their day-to-day
tasks. The same is true of the D940, some of its facilities will
never be used by some people, although other users wrll
undoubtedly rely heav ly on those same features. The
mportant po nt is that all aspects of the desk and its
configuration are ent rely logical and are easily mastered
you"don't need to get a degree n computer sc ence before
srtting in f ront of this desk
A key word used to describe the D940 is'modu arity'.
The desk is built in a made-to-measure format by combinrng
the appropriate numbers and types of channels, fader
strips, l/O interfaces and so on. lf, at a later stage, the desk
needs to be enlarged or modified, it can grow to match the
needs of the installation with relative ease. Additional
channels does not necessarily mean a larger control surface
either s nce 'fader ayer ng' is used to enable a small number
of faders to control a arge number of channels.
Un ike many current desrgns of digita console, the DSP

-

Studer's rnvo vement with digita audio consoles really

processing is permanently sub-divided and alocated

started when they bought the French cornpany, D gitec, in
1993. At that t rne, D gitec had already amassed
cons derab e experience n design ng and building digital
aud o systems, nclud ng an mpressive DSP-based MADI
rout ng systern (MAD is a 56-channel digita audio interface
format, whrch has a very s m lar data structure to the more
com mon two-chan nel AES/E BU ntercon nection systeni).
The boffins at Studer rea ized that the hardware core
used in the MADI router was actually capable of a much

between the ava lab e channels, rather than being pooled
centra ly. This was an active decision on the part of Studer,

r

wider range of appl cations, and set about designing a
broadcast-orientated console based on the router's
technology. The complete process f rom the initial ideas to
the first sale took around two and a half years, and the end
result s a very creditable sound desk indeed. lwas recently
ab e to spend some time wth the desk in a training surte
at Studer's Regensdorf lead Office rn Switzerland and
ta ked to the Product Manager, Rudo f Kisellak.

Design And Technology
The D940 desk has been designed to be a genera purpose
console, but with an obvious b as towards the needs of the
broadcasting market or h gh-end theatre productions,

rather than music recording or post-production work,
though the desk wou d work equa iy wel in those roles
too. To date however, sa es have been sp it pretty equally
a

between telev s on and radio nsta lations, and there has also
been a 50/50 sp it between ive on-air and post-production
applications. As we have corne to expect from Studer over

Hugh Robjohns is a lecturer
at the Centre for Broadcast
Skills Training at BBC Wood

the years, the D940 desk has extensrve possibilities for
customization, which ensures that it compares very
favourably with any other current dig tal desk n terms of

Norton. The views expressed
in this article are the author's
own and are not necessarily
those of his employer.

facilities, usability, price, and f itness-for-purpose.
The D940 has been designed from the outset to look
and operate in a very simrlar manner to a convent ona
analogue desk, which eases the learning curve and reduces
the potential re uctance to accept th s kind of techno ogy.
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who reasoned that n a live broadcast situation, the
requ rements can change quickly and there is rarely t me to
reconfigure the desk to incorporate extra facil ties, whrch
were not defined rn the original user setup. Consequent y,
the D940 is a true WYSIWYG sound desk. all facil ties,
nputs, outputs, busses, and signal processes are avarlable
at all times. As well as be ng more appropriate for broadcast
applrcations, this approach also makes the software much
easier to design and de-bug, and it s therefore more ikely
to work reliably (extremely mportant when ive on-air)!
A further advantage is that this approach also removes
the need to route d gital audio between multiple D5P cards
rn order to f ind a free processor to mplement a particular
function. This reduces the complex ty of the hardware
considerably and (perhaps more rmportantly) minimizes
the overal process ng delay (the D940 has a tota processing
delay of 11 samples between digita lnput and digital
output).
Each DSP card can accommodate the processing needs
of either four nput channels or eight output channels, and
in every system, one DSP card s ded cated to handling
th ngs like talkback, metering, and internal calibration tones
etc. All internal processing uses fixed-point arrthmetic, and
the system s capable of mult -precision working, providing
word lengths of up to 56 bits for the processing that
requires it (eg equalizat on). All digital aud o transfers
between the various racks is at 24-b t resolution. and since
the DSP cards are derved from the Digitec MAD routing
hardware, N/ADI is used as the systern's standard muitrchannel nterface format. The desk can also contain a ful y

integrated \,4AD router to handle all the source and
destination piugging that wou d otherwise requ re a drgital
lackfield
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Co-axial and optical fibre connections are provided on

each DSP card, and these allow direct connections to either
multitracks (ie. Sony or Studer DASH machines), or the l/O
racks. The optical fibre connections allow racks to be
separated by up to two kilometres if necessary and the
dual format interfacing allows daisy-chaining between racks
so that sources from one l/O rack can be shared between
a number of consoles (or one console and a router) in large

multi-studio instal lationsl
The l/o racks contain multiplex and de-multiplex cards
which convert between the 56-channel MADI data stream
and the individual mono or stereo signals. These individual
signals may be presented in either AES/EBU digital or
analogue formats. To meet the demands of a particular
installation, truncation and re-dithering is generally done by
independent external units rather than the desk's own
DSPs, but the digital inputs can be equipped with

subtle optimization to be done, because the entire system
is pre-programmed at the factory to suit the particular
installation's specifications. Basically, once on site, the desk
is plugged in, turned on, and it works straight out of the
box!

As far as the machine room hardware is concerned,
each DSP rack (which can accommodate up to nine cards
providing 36-channel inputs) is 9U high. Each D5P card
carries 14 Motorola 56000 chips, and the boards are B-layer
fabrications. Assuming the D5P cards are used for input
channels, the DSPs are allocated as three DSPs per channel
for general signal processing (EQ, dynamics and so forth,
providing four channels in total). The remaining two DSPs
are used for all the summing or mixing functions associated

with those four channels, for the various tape sends,
auxiliary outputs, groups, and main mix busses.

asynchronous sample rate converters to handle non-locked
or incompatible sample rate sources. ln fact, every digital
input has a buffer memory, which provides a one frame
(AES/EBU frame) tolerance of fixed timing errors, simplifying
the requirements for system timing.
The desk's control surface is completely self-contained
and only has five connections to the DSP racks. lt contains
its own power supplies and so requires a feed of mains as

The l/O racks are 3U high and can accommodate a
variety of interface cards for analogue (64 times deltasigma converter technology) or digital inputs. They also
contain the multiplexer cards to combine the individual
channels into the 56-channel MADI format for onward
connection to the DSP cards or MADI router. Microphone
inputs are handled by the eight-channel mic amps from
the Studer D'1 9 range, which incorporate 20-bit AD

well as two fibre-optic interconnects with the central

conversion. The gain, phase, and phantom power settings
are remotely controlled via RS-422 comms lines from the

processor unit. One fibre is used to carry the control data
to the DSP racks and the other returns the metering signals

to the bridge. A fourth connection (through a 12-way
multi-pin plug) handles the few analogue signals which
are required such as the various loudspeaker monitoring
feeds and the output from the talkback microphone. Finally,
the graphical display screen uses an ethernet link to connect
with the CPU.
One aspect of the D940 that was quite impressive is
that installation is merely a matter of screwing the various
racks into bays in the machine room and plugging all the
wires up. There is no manual software configuration or

desk.
The central CPU for the desk is an industrial unit (often
used to control important parts of nuclear power stations
apparently), and this oversees the activity of three other
units which coordinate and manage the metering, desk
control surface, and DSP operations. All D940s come
complete with a battery backup system to ensure that if the
power fails, the system will shut down sensibly.
The largest possible desk configuration has 120 active
inputs and 224 outputs (including MTR sends, auxiliary
busses, and all other miscellaneous outputs), although the
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Studer D94O
the shaft encoder or the button (or both
depending on which is the most appropriate) is
used to modify the various parameters. Current
desks use red LED labels, but user feedback and
some additional research into the man/machine
rnterface has lead Studer into modifying the design
such that all future desks will be shipped with
more restful green LED label displaysl
Next down, the channel strip provides instant
access to the first four mono and ftrst four stereo
auxiliary busses via more iilum nated buttons. lf
additional auxiliary busses are requrred, they can
be accessed from the Central Assign Panel in the
mjddle of the desk. Up to eight mono and eight
stereo busses are available in total.
The final section of the upper half of the strip
provides dedicated buttons used to activate the
vanous signal processing functions such as the

four-band EQ, filters, compressor/limiter,
expander/gate, insert return, delay, optional
effects (possrbly reverberation or other time-based
displays allow selected parameters to be adlusted.

number of mix-busses to 64 (which must include
all mix processes, ie. main outputs, sub-groups,
auxiliary outputs, clean-feeds, tape sends, and so
on). Now this may not sound very many in the
company of the other large numbers already
mentioned, but it is very hard to conceive of any
situation where more mix busses would be
required.

All the inputs and outputs from the desk
(including the insed points), as well as the available

sources, destinations, and effects units are
interconnected via the desk's optionally built-rn
matrix system
an rntegrated version of the
original Diqitec- MADI router. This is controlled
through a page on the graphical display screen,
which effectively shows the matrix cross-points
as U-ljnks. In practice, this makes it very easy to
configure the appropriate connections. The MADI
router can be expanded to enormous proportions
such that it can accommodate over a
thousand inputs and outputs. This is
probably enough sources and
destinations for most installationsl

At the top of the strip the frrst set of buttons
select the audio source from the three available
inputs. Normally Input 1 can be freely assigned
to any available source via the matrix system. Input
2 is permanently connected to the default input
source (defined in the factory) for each channel,
and Input 3 is the output of the desk's internal test
and alignment generator (depending on the user's
requrrements, the desk will either reload the last
used input configuration on power up, or it will

revert to a pre-programmed defauit setup).
A fourlh button activates the channel's direct output.
Functions lrke input gain, phase reversals, stereo
mode, and phantom power do not have dedicated

controls, but these facilitres are made available

through the four shaft encoders and the
associated buttons at the bottom of the strip (see

below). Electronic labels identify the current
function of each of the four sections, and either

The Chonnel Strip
The D940 channel strip is almost
conventional in its appearance, and
unrike many digital desks, rl-e.e is ro
central assignable control panei for
things like equalization, dynanics or

auxiliary sends. Instead, almost
everything can be driven directly from

the channel strip. Like most digital
desks, all the channel strips are
identical and it is only their input

effects yet to be designed), and pan pot. In
addition, a button labelled ASN SEL (assignable
panei selector) is used as a'shift'key and is
pressed in advance of one of the other process
buttons to call the appropriate adlustable
parameters onto the assignable shaft encoders.
For example, pressing ASN SEL followed by the
INPUT 1 button calls up the input gain, phase
reverse, and stereo mode functjons. Pressing ASN
SEL foliowed by the EQ button calls up the

equalizer controls.
The assrgnable panel at the bottom of each
channel strip is called the LACP (local assignabie
control panel) and contains four identical sections,
each with a four-character electronic label strip, a
shaft encoder, a button, and a small horizontal bar
graph display. The endless shaft encoder has a
very high resolution and is touch sensjtive, which
helps to make operation of the built-in dynamic
automatjon system very simple and intuitive since
to update a setttng is as simple as
touching the control and moving rt to
the desired position. The functton of
the push-button varies with the specific
parameter being adjusted, but in the
case of an auxiliary send for example,
the shaft encoder sets the level and
the button seiects the pre or post-fader
option.
The LED label display initially shows
the current function of each assignable
section, such as GAIN or PAN, but
when the shaft encoder is adjusted, it
changes to show the numerical value,
making precise setting of the controls

very easy. After four seconds, the
display normally reverts back to the

selection that determines whether the
strip is an input, a sub-group, an

function label (although this facility can
be disabled) The simple bar graph

auxiliary master or a main output (in
the case of the last three, the strip
inputs would be an appropriate mix-

display provides an analogue-style
indication of each control's position,

bus).

and a separate LED is used to show the
precise centring of controls like the Pan
or EQ gains.
Obvrously, so.ne lunctions require
more than just four shaft encoders (the

The channel strip is basically drvrded

into two, with dedicated function
buttons in the top half, which are used
to act,vate the channel's processing
functions. The lower half contains an
assignable section where four shaft
encoders, associated buttons, and

EQ

for

example), and

this

is

accommodated by the use of 'pages'.

At the bottom of the strip are four
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Page buttons, which recall one of the four layers

of control functions for each of the four shaft
encoders. ln the case of the EQ, the first page
shows the frequencies of the four bands, the

second the gains, the third the Q settings
Alternatively, the EQ parameters can be displayed
so that the first page shows all the available control
parameters for the HF section, page two covers the
HMF, page three the LMF, and page four the LF
section.

As

with most software driven products, the

D94O provides multiple ways of performing any
given {unction. For example, in the case of the
assignable panels, an alternative to using the strip's
own ASN SEL button is to use a set of dedicated
buttons on the central Menu Selector panel These
20 buttons configure all the channel strips LACP's

at once to show the selected parameters
A'freeze' button on each strip immediately below
the ASN SEL button isolates the channel from thrs
global override. This could be a usef ul facility, for
example, rf the operator wishes to retain instant
access to the auxiliary send controls on one
particular strip, whilst adiusting the EQ or other
parameters on the remaining channels

meaning the fourth microphone preamp and AD
converter.
The fader module carries most of the display
and control functions for the automation system,
as well as the usual buttons for PFL, channel On,
and an SEL key to access centrally assignable
functions such as the mix-bus and output routing
in conjunctron with the Central Assign Unit (CAU)'
The allocation of channels to outputs is performed
by simply pressing the SEL button on the channel

fader, followed by the appropriate destination
button(s) on the CAU The selected output busses
are indicated at the bottom of the bar graph
meters for each channel strip, and an interrogation
mode is available by pressing the individual output

or tape send buttons on the CAU, which causes
the contributing channels to illuminate their SEL
keys.

Foders And LoYering

Like most digital desks, the D940 uses 'fader
paging' or 'layering' to increase the number of
channels that can be controlled by a small number

of physical faders. The Studer approach to this
concept is to provide ten layers per channel strip,
grouped into five more manageable banks of two
layers each. Two four-character electronic labels
above the fader show the sources for the layers of
the currently selected bank, and small buttons
next to the labels provide instant access to the
requrred layer.
Channels can exist in more than one layer, so

that sub-groups and master faders can be
allocated to the same strip on every layer to make
overall control a bit more practical. Configuring the

layering rs not an on-line function, but it can be
performed from the console itself and does not
require the use of the graphical interface (ie PC
and mouse). lt is all done by simple button presses
on the console's central panels in conjunction with
the relevant channel striPs.
To recall a different bank, the required bank is
selected on the central Bank Select Unit. This panel
provides buttons to recall any of the five banks,
plus keys to force all channel strips to show layer

one or layer two within the chosen bank ln
addition to these keys, other buttons provide user
mernory sLo'es to recall specific s,.tb-sets ano
combinations of layers and banks. lt is important
to realize that recalling different banks does not
affect the sound through the desk, all it does is

bring'unreachable' faders within reachl
The channel legends used to identify the signals
being processed through each layer of the fader
are organtzed in a hierarchical manner. The desk
is shipped with a factory default labelling system

which forms the basic level
- for example, the
third mono input is labelled 'lm-3'. The next level
up is the 'User Inherited' label and this can be any
four-character label the user wishes, such as 'Sax'.
The top-most level is the 'system Name' and this
is derived from the routing matrix source
description, so in thrs example it might be 'Mic4',
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A display strip adjacent to the fader carries a
number of back-lit legends to show the current
status of the channel strip. Displays are provided

for the audio role, including input channel,
monitor channel, group fader, auxiliary master,
or main output as well as the dynamic automation
status.

GraPhicol DisPIaY

Although Studer have tried to make as many
features and facilities directly controllable from
the desk itself, inevitably some must be configured
through the PC screen. The good news though is
that each screen is very clear and straightforward,
with a limit of two levels, and only four secondary

pages. Apparently, having specified the
requirements, Studer employed a specialist
company to write the software for the graphical

Studer D9+O
d splays, and this appears to have paid off in terms
of reliabillty and a professional appearance.

The most important page s probably the Patch
screen, which controls the input and output N,4atrx

router. The vrsual ana ogy used here is of a
'jackfield'and U-links connecting the sources and
destinations with the desk tnputs and outputs.
Like a rea lackfleld, ndividual sources can be
paralleled to any number of destinations and
stereo sources can be split between mono channe
paths. The matnx cross-points can be protected
from accidental disconnection (with passwords if
required), and the complete patch conf guration

can be saved as part of the desk Snapshot
automation, which makes changeovers between
complex shows a complete dodd e!
A pool of external effects devices ( e. favourite
valve dynamics or EQ un ts, reverbs and the I ke)
can be called up from the patch screen and
inserted into any channe path. The effects units
can be daisy-chained too. The insert returns to
the channel strrp have an associated wet/dry
control, which allows the operator to bleed
through some of the drrect s gnal if requ red. This
fac I ty rs also rather useful in prov ding an
additional rnput point to the strip, and it can be
used to create a k nd of quasi-in-line desk

configuration for multitrack working (direct
outputs are used to derive the IV1TR sends and
the mon tor returns are brought in through the

providing facilities for the control room, the
studio, and headphones (the latter also provides
controls for the talkback and PFL systems) Al
the standard loudspeaker controls are provided,
p us
on the studio control panel
facilities for
controll ng the various s gna ights (reds,

-

-

but not the Dynamrcs or auxilrary sends) requires
use of the automation page on the graph cal
contro screen, but even this is pretty obvious to
use and the extra hindrance of needing to access
the graphical page is balanced by the ranty of
needing to do tl

rehearsa s etc).

Conclusion

Automotion

rnsert returns).
The second most useful screen s the Channel

The standard snapshot automation facrl ty allows

mature product, with

Structure. On this page, a block diagram of the

a global desk-wrde reconfrgurat on, and

performance and rel abi ity record.

channel structure is displayed, and a simpie process

addition, a 'clipboard' allows rndividuai channels to
be copred and pasted to other strips. This function
works by swapp ng the source and destination
settings so that f a channe strip is copied to the
clipboard and then pasted onto a new strip, the
clipboard is left storing the second strip's previous
settings. This allows a very easy AB companson
between new and original settings by simply
pasting and re-pastrng the clipboard settings.
A'Clear' button resets the entire channe/ strip to
a defau t startrup mode, which rs normally
configured to perform the usual requirements of
setting the EQ gains to the centre, turning off a
the aux liary sends and a ignrng the fader to the
nomrnal zero positron for you! The entire desk
can be tota ly reset in about one second, and
lndividual channe strips can be isolated from the
reset mode so that a live m crophone remarns onair dur ng the re-boot.
Aside from the standard snapshot automation,
the desk may be optionally f ttecl with full dynamic
automatron and full machine control. The latter is
based around the MotionWorker system but uses

of dragging and dropping allows the user to
reorder the various signa processing biocks to
suit any possible requirement. Some functions are
lim ted to a few predetermined positions in the
signal path, such as the D rect Output s gnal which
can be derived f rom post-input module, pre-EQ or
pre/post-fader. Simi ar y the rneter ng can be
switched between post-input, post-fader or on
the direct output. ln practrce, rather than impose

restnctrons which limit the functionality of the
desk, these actual y serve to simp ify the
configuration process

s

ightly.

Metering & Monitoring
Above each channel strip n the upstand is a meter
module w th two bar graph columns, each having
1 00-segment resolution covering a range of 60d8.
lf the associated channel strip is handling a mono

signal, the

two columns are identical, if it is a

stereo signal however, the columns show the left
and right legs. The ball stics of the bar qraphs can
be centrally switched between PPf"4 and VU
modes, and a rather useful feature is that the
right-hand bar graph can be switched to provrde

a qain reduction meter to show how hard the
dynarnics processors are working. In this latter
mode, the eft bar graph column continues to
show the signal level (the higher of left or r ght in
rhe case o' sle'eo channe sl.
The monitoring arrangements are der ved
from the input and output selectron matrix, so
every possible source and destination is always
available for monitonng if requ red. 1n fact, up to
200 different sources can be directly accessib e
f rom push buttons f you really want that manyl
There are three different monitor ng panels

The D940 is a completely finished, stable, and
n

I

Studer's own control panel. The dynamic
automat on system ts reasonably simple to use,
and all the usua operational modes are provided.
Writing or updating a mix pass is a simple as
touching the desrred control since al controls
(faders, assignable shaft encoders, and a I buttons)

are touch sensitive. To record all the control
functions, the system has merely to be armed, and
this is probab y the standard automation mode.
To restr ct the automation record pass to just
the faders and mutes requires the add tronal press
of one button, srnce thrs mode may also be used
frequently. More sophistrcated selectron of spec fic
parameters (such as recordtng the EQ contro s,
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a very creditable
lt

has clearly

been desiqned and optimized for use in live
broadcasting situations, and rt manages to retain
a very high degree of rnstant access to virtually
every functron. The ocal assignabil ty approach
may weil be appreciated by users who are scept cal

of, or unhappy wth, the concept of central
assignability, and I certain y found rt a very natural
and conven e1t way of wo..rng.
Thls desk is certainly different from the malority
of current digital consoles in many aspects of its
design, but in light of its intended use, I think

these are wholiy appropriate and innovative.
Although Studer consoles are probab y little
known n the UK (if not the rest of Europe), the
D940 must be a definite short-listed product for
any broadcast studio refurb shment. lf you are in

the busrness of self-op radio broadcasting
(particular in a mult -stud o or contrnu tylstudio
environment), the D941 sibl ng has specialy
designed control panels, which make tt absolute y

ideal for th s applicatron tool I understand that
the D94O wrl be on the Studer stand at most of
the forthcoming trade shows, and I hearti y
recommend you arrange to have a look at it if
you can 'm sure you will be as intngued and
impressed as I was.
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INFORMATION
@ O94O from {200,000 + VAT.
@ Studer Pro Audio (UK),
Unit 2, Borehamwood lndustrial Park,
Rowley Lane, Borehamwood, Hertfordshire
\^r'D6 sPZ, UK.
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@ +ra loyrar

2ozsoso.
207 4s72.

CUSTOMISATION

The new Dg4O Digital Mixing Console from STUDER offers you more

. more sonic transparency owing to STU DER A/D tech nologY ' more
value f or less money by tailoring the console exactly to your needs

. more flexibility because of modular interfacing and on-line
channel structure configuration . more operational speed by
providing direct access to all important functions on the channel
strip o more user-friendliness introducing WYSIWYC for mixing
consoles...

STUDER D94O
Digital Mixing Console
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